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Carbon pricing in general and emissions trading in particular
are gaining momentum at the world level. In recent years
increasing attention has been devoted to the possibility of
linking Emissions Trading Schemes (ETSs). The purpose of
the present paper is to critically discuss the main findings
emerging from the theoretical economic literature on linking and to draw lessons from the practical experiences of
linking (and delinking). Both theoretical and empirical studies suggest that linking ETSs implies strategic interaction
and requires substantial coordination between participants.
Based on the theoretical literature and on the (un)successful
attempts of linking existing ETSs, the present paper provides
policy insights into the opportunity of linking in the real
world, highlighting the similarity between linking/delinking
and getting married/divorced.
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To date, there are 21 distinct Emissions Trading Systems (ETSs) in
operation covering 28 jurisdictions around the world, with 15 systems
in preparation or under consideration (ICAP, 2018). As the existing
ETSs continue to evolve and a new generation of ETSs emerges, in
recent years increasing attention has been devoted to the possibility of
linking ETSs.
Linking occurs when two or more ETSs mutually recognize common
units or compliance instruments with their respective targets, thus
raising both the number of participants and the size of the carbon
market. When two systems are linked, companies or other participants
in the linked systems (non-regulated entities such as banks, insurance
companies and other financial institutions) may trade across the two
markets; the compliance instruments they trade in may be used by
participating entities in at least one of the systems towards fulfilling
their emission targets.
To implement a link, an agreement between two (or multiple) jurisdictions is needed. The nature of this agreement can take different forms,
including a “treaty” or an informal agreement. A formal and binding
treaty usually requires preliminary negotiations between governments,
a political commitment on the modification of the design features that
are needed in each ETS, and a final ratification by each partner. Typically, each partner’s ETS legislation must be amended to implement
the treaty arrangements, especially for the empowerment that allows
entities to purchase and use allowances from other ETSs. An informal
agreement can be a joint political declaration or a “memorandum of
understanding” (MOU). While not legally binding, it creates a common
term of reference and aligns expectations. To account for possible future
“divorce” between ETS jurisdictions, linking agreement may also include
at the outset provisions for delinking.1 These can be interpreted as
precautionary measures similar to divorce property settlements between
spouses. Delinking provisions can affect expectations on whether or
1
As Pizer and Yates (2015) point out, both the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
and the California–Quebec agreement included delinking provisions. On the contrary,
the European ETS did not specify any provision of that kind, which might now
become a problematic aspect in view of the possible withdrawal of the UK from the
EU ETS (see section Linking and Delinking in the Real World ).
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not ETSs will remain linked in the future, as much as the clauses of
a divorce settlement can eventually influence the likelihood of divorce
itself.
Initial investigations on linking in the literature looked mainly at the
feasibility of full linking (e.g., Baron and Bygrave, 2002; Edenhofer et al.,
2007; Flachsland et al., 2009a). They analysed the rationale, advantages
and risks that a fully-linked market would involve, and concluded
that successful full linking would require substantial cooperation and
compromise from each participant. In particular, as some studies (e.g.,
Helm, 2003; Pizer and Yates, 2015) point out, full linking implies
accepting the other partner’s present and future choices about its
future ambition on emissions abatement. Using a game-theoretical
approach to examine the strategic motivations underlying the partners’
behaviors, several contributions underline the possible existence of freeriding and time-inconsistency problems which may lead partners to
adjust national caps in anticipation of linking (e.g., Flachsland et al.,
2009a; Helm, 2003).2 Given the difficulties that may arise with full
linking, a recent tendency in the literature has grown up around the
theme of constructing a restricted (sometimes also named “partial” or
“incremental”)3 linkage between two or multiple existing ETSs (e.g.,
Borghesi et al., 2016; Burtraw et al., 2013; Lazarus et al., 2015; Quemin
and de Perthuis, 2019; Schneider et al., 2017), which is considered to
be more feasible than full linking. In fact, restricted linking can be
considered as a way to “test the waters”, an interim step that partners
can decide to take before committing to full linking. Adopting the
marriage–divorce analogy mentioned above, as Lazarus et al. (2015)
have suggested, restricted linking can be seen as similar to moving in
2
On the possible strategic manipulation of carbon policies, see also the more
recent contribution by Weitzman (2019) who distinguishes two kinds of free riding
problems for ETSs linkage: “primary” free-riding problems concerning the initial
definition of caps and allocation of allowances, and “secondary” problems deriving
from the misalignment of market stability mechanisms.
3
Though sometimes used as synonyms, in our view these terms are not exactly
the same. For instance, incremental linking indicates the progressive extension
of linking agreements across countries, which may possibly lead from bilateral to
multilateral linking (Borghesi et al., 2016). This differs from restricted linking as it
does not imply conditional or limited recognition of emission units. For the sake of
clarity and simplicity, in what follows we will always use the term “restricted” (as
opposed to “full”) linking throughout this paper.
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together rather than getting married, which makes it easier to delink in
case the partners (jurisdictions) decide to separate later on.
While linking is attracting increasing attention among both scholars
and policy-makers, little linking has occurred in practice so far. The
California–Québec joint cap-and-trade programme is the most prominent
but also one of the few examples of linking at the moment.4 One possible
explanation for the lack of linking experiences is that linking requires
long negotiations to align the numerous technical aspects characterizing
an ETS. Since most ETSs are relatively new in the landscape of the
overall climate policy instruments, more time is needed for linking to
emerge. Another possible reason, as (Flachsland et al., 2009b) pointed
out, is that international emissions trading may not be welfare-enhancing
for some countries due to market distortions (e.g., non-competitive
energy markets, pre-existing energy taxes, or fuel subsidies) and negative
terms-of-trade effects, which prevent their linking with other countries.
Finally, even when linking would be mutually beneficial, the costs of
linking may be perceived as being higher than the correspondent benefits.
This is particularly the case when risks and uncertainties are considered
(Dellink et al., 2008; Kersting, 2018).5
The aim of the present paper is to provide a critical review of the
economic literature on the main findings of alternative forms of (full
versus restricted) linking and on the (de)linking experiences in the realworld scenario. To the best of our knowledge, the current work is the first
one to examine both the ex-ante theoretical literature and the ex-post
evaluations of the real-world examples of linking and delinking available
so far. This allows to provide a comprehensive investigation of an issue
that has provoked heated debate among scholars and policy-makers and
between proponents and opponents of linking.6
See section Linking and Delinking in the Real World for other examples of
linking.
5
See Wood et al. (2013) and Heindl et al. (2014) for studies using stochastic
models to assess how uncertainty affects linking among asymmetric countries with
different carbon policies. See also Caillaud and Demange (2017) for a formalization
of uncertainty as a fundamental determinant of climate policy and of its impact on
linking ETSs of different regions.
6
For example, while some scholars (e.g., Doda and Taschini, 2017a,b) regard
linking carbon markets as a suitable way to mitigate climate change, others (e.g.,
Green, 2017; Green et al., 2014) have harshly criticized it. In their opinion, in
the absence of a central carbon bank that manages allowances and prices, linking
4
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The rest of the present paper is organized as follows. Types of
Linking section outlines the possible ways of linking, Advantages and
Disadvantages of Linking section discusses the main pros and cons of
linking, Theoretical Studies on Linking and Delinking section investigates the theoretical literature on linking (and delinking) focusing
particular attention on the economic and environmental implications
of each type of linking method. Linking and Delinking in the Real
World section studies the attempts at linking carbon markets pursued
until now, looking at both successful and unsuccessful ones. Concluding Remarks on Linking (and Marriages) section concludes the paper
discussing the similarities between (de)linking and (divorces) marriages,
and drawing some policy implications deriving from the analysis.

Pr

Types of Linking

ep

Linking can take different forms. According to several authors (e.g.,
Borghesi et al., 2016; Lazarus et al., 2015; Quemin and de Perthuis,
2019; Schneider et al., 2017), linking methods can be broken down into
three categories:

rin

• Unilateral/bilateral/multilateral

t

Unilateral linking is a one-way form of linking where entities from
one ETS can buy and use emission allowances from another ETS in
order to achieve their domestic reduction goals, but not vice versa.
Bilateral linking implies mutual recognition of units between
ETSs, while multilateral linking involves a similar recognition
across multiple ETSs.
• Direct/indirect
Direct linking allows regulated entities in the linked ETSs to purchase and use each other’s allowances for compliance with their
domestic emissions reduction obligations. An example of this is
adds just regulatory complexity making carbon markets more interdependent, and
therefore also more sensitive to changes elsewhere. Doda and Taschini (2017b), on
the contrary, argue that a central carbon bank is not necessary for linking and show
that under specific conditions linking can bring about economic advantages.
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the linkage between the ETS of California and Québec. The same
allowance units, named California carbon allowances (CCAs), are
valid in both jurisdictions and the regions have been holding joint
quarterly auctions since 2014.7 Indirect linking implies that both
(multiple) ETSs allow the usage of emission units issued from
a third party. A common form of indirect linking is through
mutually recognized offset credits, such as the Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) from the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) and the Emission Reduction Units (ERUs) from the Joint
Implementation (JI).
• Full/restricted
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Full linking means that two (multiple) ETSs recognize the usage
of emission units issued by the other partner(s) without any
restrictions and conditions. Correspondingly, restricted linking
indicates a conditional and limited recognition of emission units
from the other(s). Units used in each ETS are still recognized as
being valid in terms of compliance among the linked programmes,
but with some restrictions.8
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While the first two classifications (unilateral/bilateral/multilateral
and direct/indirect) concern the direction and channels of linking, the
third one (full/restricted) is about the degree of linking between partners.
In this respect, as Lazarus et al. (2015) have pointed out, one can
identify a wide range of intermediate options moving from no linking
(or autarky) to full linking, that is: (i) recognition of other (non-ETS)
mitigation programmes, (ii) incremental alignments (also called “linking
by degrees” following Burtraw et al., 2013), (iii) indirect linking (which
implies no mutual recognition of allowances), and (iv) restricted linking
(which implies partial or restricted recognition of allowances). In this
paper, we will focus mainly on this last category that has attracted
7
The legal linking agreement between California and Québec can be
found here: https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/linkage/ca_quebec_linking_
agreement_english.pdf
8
Notice that the three categories of linking described here (unilateral/bilateral/multilateral, direct/indirect, full/restricted) can partially overlap. For
instance, unilateral linking can be seen as a restricted linking method, in which one
jurisdiction limits the imports of emission allowances to zero, while the other allows
unlimited imports (Lazarus et al., 2015).
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particular attention in the literature and on the alternative ways it can
be implemented.
As for restricted linking, four different methods have been proposed
to date (Lazarus et al., 2015; Quemin and de Perthuis, 2019; Schneider
et al., 2017), namely: (i) quantitative restrictions; (ii) border taxes on
allowances transfer; (iii) exchange rates; and (iv) discount rates.
• Quantitative restrictions (or quotas)

Pr

Quantitative restrictions restrict the number or the type of units
from other ETSs that can be used for domestic compliance. Restrictions can be set at the jurisdiction level, from either side of
allowances transfer, in order to limit the overall (or net) import
or export of allowances. Alternatively, restrictions can be set at
the entity level, i.e. limiting the number of allowances that can
be exported or imported by individual entities.

ep

• Border taxes on allowances transfer

rin

A border tax occurs when there is a cross-jurisdiction transfer of
allowances. Due to differences in domestic taxation systems and
depending on whether an emissions allowance is classified as good
or as service, multiple tax rates can be applied to traded emissions
allowances. Border taxes can be imposed by either the exporting
jurisdiction or, more typically, by the importing jurisdiction.9
• Exchange rates (or trading ratios)

t

The exchange rate adjusts the value of units transferred between
jurisdictions. Within the Networked Carbon Markets (NCM) initiative promoted by the World Bank Group, several studies have
examined how this mechanism could be implemented (e.g., Füssler
and Herren, 2015; Füssler et al., 2016; Marcu, 2015). In particular,
the NCM proposes to connect carbon markets through independent rating agencies and systems. According to the World Bank
9
One example of border taxes on cross-jurisdiction transfers is provided by the
export of Chinese CERs (Quemin and de Perthuis, 2019). China has been the only
host country to systematically impose specific levies on China-based CDM projects
in addition to income corporate taxes. The objective was to split the CDM rent
between the government and projects owners (Liu, 2010).
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proposal, the latter would rate environmental integrity and climate change mitigation value of carbon assets in the international
markets and then convert ratings into carbon exchange rates. All
international trading would then be registered in an International
Settlement Platform that would possibly act as clearing house for
the whole system.10
• Discount rates
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Similarly to the case of exchange rates, discount rates also involve
a numerical ratio. For instance, if ETS A applies a 20% discount
to allowances purchased externally, then 100 allowances purchased
from the linked ETS B are equivalent to 80 domestic allowances
in ETS A. In this case, therefore, 1.25 (i.e. 100/80) allowances
purchased through linked ETSs are required to redeem one unit
of domestic allowance.11 Notice that discount rates applied by
linked ETSs need not be the same but may differ across partner(s).
Therefore, discount rates do not need to be set as reverse ratios
between two linked systems, as occurs in the case of exchange
rates.

rin

Advantages and Disadvantages of Linking

t

It is possible to identify several potential advantages that may prompt
countries to look for a partner jurisdiction to match with. In particular,
linking existing ETSs can bring a number of economic benefits, which
can be grouped into three main areas (Flachsland et al., 2009a; IETA,
2006). First, creating a larger carbon market through linking expands
opportunities for emitters to internalize pollution at the lowest cost.
See Zaman and Hedley (2016) for an in-depth discussion of the regulatory
framework that is needed for networking carbon markets and how existing trading
arrangements and regulatory frameworks might be used to start the networking
process.
11
Existing examples of discount rates are mainly for offsetting. For example, the
American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 states that an entity needs to turn
in 1.25 tons of offsets for a compliance obligation of one ton, effectively implementing
a 20% discount rate. Please refer to Chung (2007), Schneider (2009), Erickson et al.
(2014), and Warnecke et al. (2014) for a discussion of discount rates in the context
of offset mechanisms.
10
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Covered entities have access to a wider array of emission abatement
opportunities, leading to the use of the most efficient options. Overall compliance costs can be decreased and cost-effectiveness increased
(Jakob et al., 2014).12 If this is the case, theoretically, a global carbon market could be seen as the ultimate solution to reducing global
emissions and achieving the overall objective of keeping global warming
below two degrees Celsius (Ranson and Stavins, 2012).
Furthermore, linking existing ETSs can increase market liquidity
and reduce potential market manipulation. An asset is deemed (il)liquid
if it can(not) easily be sold or exchanged for cash within a short amount
of time.13 By expanding market size, linking obviously increases market
liquidity as it augments the numbers of potential buyers and thus the
chances for the seller to cash-in the allowances. An expanding market
with higher trading volumes and quantity can reduce the possibility of
market monopoly power which could impair the efficiency of emissions
trading (Fershtman and de Zeeuw, 2013). A large and active trading
market could also spur the development of financial instruments. Entities can benefit from well-developed climate financial systems, for
example, by hedging price risks.
Thirdly, linking existing ETSs can lead to convergence of carbon
prices, which can reduce or eliminate the distortions hindering competitiveness and the possibility of carbon leakage towards jurisdictions with
laxer (or no) ETSs.14
Other scholars have also brought up several potential political and
administrative benefits (Bramley et al., 2009; Burtraw et al., 2013;
Following Lazarus et al. (2015, p. 15), for a given abatement outcome costeffectiveness can be defined as total abatement costs in both jurisdictions under no
linking divided by total abatement costs in both jurisdictions under linking.
13
The liquidity of a good or commodity is strictly connected but logically different
from its fungibility. A good is said to be liquid if it can be easily exchanged for
money or another good, whereas it is fungible if one unit of the good is substantially
equivalent to another unit of the same good, so that each unit is interchangeable
and therefore indistinguishable from other units. Under full linking allowances of
the two jurisdictions are mutually recognized as valid compliance instruments in
either jurisdiction and can be traded as the same commodity. Under restricted
linking, instead, the allowances of each jurisdiction continue to be traded as different
commodities (see Lazarus et al., 2015).
14
See Bohringer et al. (2018) for an interesting analysis of the possible carbon
leakage effects of unilateral climate policies accounting for climate coalitions of
different size.
12
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Füssler et al., 2016; Heitzig, 2013). Linking ETS can enhance domestic
climate policy acceptance in each participating jurisdiction because it
constitutes a multicultural commitment to the common goal of emission
reduction. Additionally, the linkage of ETSs can promote mutual learning in emissions trading and reinforce cooperation across jurisdictions.15
In particular for smaller economies/markets, information sharing and
experience exchanging with relatively large and mature ETSs could be
valuable.
Despite a number of potential benefits, however, linking existing
ETSs also entails significant challenges and obstacles.16 They can be
summarized as policy issues, regulatory issues, and distributional issues.
First of all, the policy goals each individual programme prioritizes
may not be shared by the linked programme. For example, under the
circumstance of unbalanced mitigation stringency between two parties,
the cap in ETS X may be substantially laxer than that in ETS Y, so
that linking programmes can constitute a “watering down” of ambition
for ETS Y, undermining the region’s climate policy goals.
The regulatory issue refers to the fact that each ETS regulator loses
some operational control (Flachsland et al., 2009b). Regulators in each
programme lose some of their authority on their own ETS, as they
have to agree on substantial changes. Differences in the design of the
linked ETS, whether these differences emerge pre- or post-linkage, could
undermine the environmental integrity of one of the linked systems
leading to price volatility and/or low carbon prices. For example, if a
party to a linking agreement alters limits on offsets use, it will affect
the carbon price in the emissions trading system of the other party.17
Hence, for ETSs to be “linkable” without undermining their respective
environmental integrity, their design features should be compatible.
As for the distributional issue, if the average allowance price in ETS
X is lower than in ETS Y, linking the two programmes will provoke a
For this purpose, since 2017 the European Union regularly holds annual meetings
among regulators of some of the main ETSs (California, Canada, China, EU, Quebec,
Switzerland, and New Zealand) and carbon market experts from around the globe
to exchange experiences from emissions trading systems put in place by different
countries and regions and thus enhance collaboration (European Commission, 2019).
16
See Flachsland et al. (2009b) for a systematic analysis of the benefits and
disadvantages of linking which stresses possible counter-arguments to the conventional
gains-from-trade arguments in favor of linking.
17
Please refer to Fell et al. (2011) for further information on offsetting.
15
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redistribution between winners and losers: Those who were able to sell
allowances in ETS Y will now be undercut by sellers in ETS X, who can
sell at lower prices. The agents who have to buy allowances, however,
will be able to do so more cheaply. As a consequence, linking may have
a differential impact on the competitiveness of the industries (and thus
also on employment) of the linked jurisdictions. Indeed, companies in the
high-price jurisdiction will buy allowances in the low-price jurisdiction,
which reduces their costs and thus increases their competitiveness.
The opposite obviously applies to buyer companies in the low-price
jurisdictions with potential adverse effects on their competitiveness.
Production may therefore shift from low-price jurisdictions to high-price
jurisdiction. In addition, it may also discourage firms in the high-price
jurisdiction from abatement innovation (Fershtman and de Zeeuw, 2013).
However, this differential effect (which favours buyers in the high-price
jurisdiction) can be partially offset by the trade-related financial flows
from the high- to the low-price jurisdiction. Moreover, the ETSs in the
two jurisdictions are likely to be aligned to make them “linkable”, well
before linking actually occurs. Therefore, the allowance price differential
is unlikely to be high ex-ante, so that one can reasonably expect a limited
differential effect on the competitiveness of the industries in the linked
jurisdictions.18
Finally, another crucial aspect which is strictly related to the distributional issue concerns the way revenues from selling allowances are
used once linking is implemented. In this regard we can distinguish revenues deriving from auctioning allowances in the primary market from
those raised on the secondary market. In the first case, by increasing
the market size and the numbers of competitors participating to the
auctions, linking can potentially raise revenues for both jurisdictions.19
As argued by Quemin and de Perthuis (2019), although a large allowance price
gap would theoretically increase potential gains from linking, this would also raise
concerns about rent transfers which would make linking politically unpalatable or
unfeasible in practice.
19
In the Californian cap-and-trade system, for instance, revenues for the government from allowances auction increased rapidly since the end of 2014, after linking
with Québec. The Californian cap-and-trade system was estimated to generate
USD 12.5 billion revenues for CA government between 2012 and 2019, almost all
of which after linking (cf. Figure 1 in CCI (2020) showing the pattern of annual
auction incomes in California over the whole period). The Québec cap-and-trade
programme was estimated to raise USD 2.23 billion by the end of 2018 (Santikarn
18
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Such revenues go directly to the governments that can use them for both
environmental and non-environmental purposes, ranging from support
of low-carbon technologies to redistribution policies and reduction of
budget deficit. In the second case, revenues accrue to single agents (the
allowance suppliers in the secondary market); government entries will
be affected only indirectly through, for instance, income corporate taxation and commodity taxation depending on the jurisdictions’ taxation
systems (Carmody, 2019).
The way revenues from selling allowances are used by each jurisdiction obviously depends on its internal priorities and on specific economic
circumstances.20 This choice may heavily affect the jurisdiction’s economic growth, inequality, low-carbon innovations and, therefore, also
the overall perception of the net benefits of linking.21 In our opinion,
ear-marking these revenues could provide a very powerful signal both
within the jurisdiction and to the potential linking partners on the
commitment of the regulator to reaching the environmental targets.
Theoretical Studies on Linking and Delinking

t
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Although the topic is relatively new, there is a large and growing
number of theoretical studies exploring linking. On the contrary, the
literature on delinking is still very scant so far. In order to provide a
comprehensive view of the ex-ante theoretical contributions in the field,
we document representative studies published after 2000. A summary
of the main results emerging from each contribution is presented in
Table 1 in which studies are presented in chronological order, along
with journal information, regions involved, focus on linking or delinking,
types of linking being examined, methodology and main conclusions.
et al., 2019). See section The California–Québec Joint Cap-and-Trade Programme
for further discussion on the consequences of the California–Québec linking.
20
For instance, in the EU ETS (a potential partner for linking with other jurisdictions in the years to come), Member States are requested to use at least half of
the revenues for climate and energy purposes such as energy efficiency, renewables,
research and sustainable transport. Auctioning in the EU ETS has generated about
$58,968 million since 2009 (ICAP, 2020). Most of the revenues (more than 80%, well
above the recommended 50%) have been used or are planned to be used for climate
and energy purposes (cf. https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/auctioning_en).
21
See Pezzey and Jotzo (2012) for a model on the welfare benefits of revenue
recycling under different policy regimes (tax versus trading).
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certain assumptions
Effectiveness (+)

Notes: EJ — The Energy Journal; JPE — Journal of Public Economics; Eco E — Ecological Economics; JEEM — Journal of Environmental
Economics and Management; SJE — Scandinavian Journal of Economics; EER — European Economic Review; EL — Economics Letters;
REE — Resource and Energy Economics; OEP — Oxford Economic Papers; SBE — Strategic behaviour and the Environment; ERE
— Environmental and Resource Economics; IEA — International Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics; JAERE —
Journal of the Association of Environmental and Resource Economists; AE — Applied Energy; En E-Energy Economics; EP-Energy Policy;
En — Energy; WP — working paper and other academic papers. GE — general equilibrium; PE — partial equilibrium; Others — case
studies, econometric methods and others. Conclusions summarised in the table are highly simplified for the purpose of our review and are
only for reference within this paper. FSU — Former Soviet Union, ROW — rest of the world. Literature on offset programmes (i.e. linking
through discount rates) are not included in this table.

Quemin and de
Perthuis

Regions or ETSs
Year Journal
involved
Types of linking
2018
WP
AU, CA, EU, KR, Multilateral; full
US
2019
ERE
\
Bilateral; quantitative
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taxes, exchange rates,
discount rates,
unilateral
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Table 1 reveals that game theory and general equilibrium models tend
to be popular methods in the field. As emerges from the table, the
literature finds contrasting results. This can probably be ascribed to
the fact that the model setting differs across individual studies. For
example, Lazarus et al. (2015) and Schneider et al. (2017) conduct their
analysis assuming a linear abatement cost function, while Quemin and
de Perthuis (2019) use a quadratic cost function.
Another model setting that can heavily affect the observed results,
concerns the distinction between static or short-term and dynamic or
long-term effects. In the short-term, capital is fixed and firms do not
modify their technologies. In the long-term, instead, new investments
and technological innovation — driven by changes in allowance prices —
can take place. Both the static and dynamic perspectives can give
important insights. However, as Fuss et al. (2018) have pointed out, the
dynamic analysis is particularly important since carbon trading aims at
achieving a long-term cap rather than a series of short-term (e.g., annual)
caps. Thus, for instance, by modifying carbon prices, linking may affect
operators’ expectations on investment returns in the long run, leading
to changes in their investment decisions. Similarly, delinking provisions
and other linking designs may influence expectations on the capacity
of linking agreements to hold over time, which may lead operators to
revise their plans and modify their market behavior. Unfortunately, the
literature has partially overlooked this important distinction between
static and dynamic effects so far and — if we exclude a few notable
exceptions (e.g., Holtsmark and Midttømme, 2019; Pizer and Yates,
2015) — most of the studies do not explore the long-run consequences
of (de)linking on the aspects mentioned above.
The Economic and Environmental Implications of Linking

Different ways of (full versus restricted) linking can have very different
implications from both the economic and environmental viewpoints. In
this section we document the findings of the theoretical literature on
the expected effects of each form of linking using three main criteria
that have been often adopted in the literature (cf. Lazarus et al., 2015;
Quemin and de Perthuis, 2019; Schneider et al., 2017): cost-effectiveness,
market liquidity, and emission reductions. We can thus distinguish two
dimensions of the analysis: (i) the existing linking approaches (full versus
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Table 2: Summary comparison of alternative linking methods (relative to no-linking).

Economic implications
Methods

Cost-effectiveness

Full linking

Maximized
cost-effectiveness
Quantitative Enhanced
restrictions
cost-effectiveness
Enhanced
cost-effectiveness
Enhanced
cost-effectiveness
within the
effective interval
and below the
effective interval;
Reduced
cost-effectiveness
above the
effective interval
Enhanced
cost-effectiveness

No change

Increased liquidity
but much less so
than full linking
Increased liquidity
but much less so
than full linking

No change

Increased liquidity
(similar to full
linking)

Increased total
abatement within
the effective interval;
Reduced total
abatement outside
the effective interval
(no matter whether
below or above the
effective interval)

ep

Increased liquidity
but much less so
than full linking

No change

Increased total
abatement

rin

Discount
rates

Abatement implications

Increased liquidity

Pr

Border taxes
on
allowances
transfer
Exchange
rates

Liquidity

t

restricted) suggested in the literature, and (ii) the three main criteria
(cost-effectiveness, market liquidity, and abatement implications) used
to evaluate the expected performance of each kind of linking. These two
dimensions correspond to the rows and columns of Table 2, respectively,
which summarises the main findings emerging from the literature.
We first consider the economic and environmental implications of
full linking that is taken as baseline, and then we evaluate how different
forms of restricted linking are predicted to perform with respect to the
benchmark.
• Full linking
In the case of autarky (i.e. when there is no linking), allowance prices
in individual systems differ from each other due to different mitigation
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objectives and different abatement capabilities. In the opposite case in
which ETSs are fully linked, market prices converge to the same level
across linked jurisdictions through allowance trading. The high-price
jurisdiction will buy a certain number of allowances from the low-price
jurisdiction. This implies that the high-price (low-price) jurisdiction
will abate less (more) as compared to autarky. It follows that — along
with allowance transactions — a certain number of abatement activities
will be “transferred” across jurisdictions. Overall abatement remains the
same as under the no linking scenario, while the total costs for achieving
an overall abatement outcome are reduced across jurisdictions, thus
improving the cost-effectiveness of the joint systems (the first evaluation
criterion mentioned above).
Although the low-price jurisdiction exports allowances and hence
abates more as compared to autarky, the financial payment received
by the low-price jurisdiction shall be higher than the cost of the additional abatement for domestic entities. This generates an economic
surplus for exporting entities. At the same time, the payment made
to acquire additional allowance abroad is smaller than the opportunity
costs of abatement for importing entities. As a result, linking creates
an economic surplus for importers in high-price jurisdictions as well.
Therefore, by linking their domestic ETSs rather than staying on their
own, both jurisdictions may be better off.
When ETSs are fully linked, market liquidity (the second criterion
used to evaluate linking) is enhanced by the increased number of traders
and allowance transfer. However, price volatility and economic shocks
may spread through the linked systems due to the high liquidity level
(Doda and Taschini, 2017a). Linking may end up enhancing rather than
reducing price volatility for the linked jurisdiction with initially lowprice volatility: as argued by Doda and Taschini (2017a), however, this
increased price volatility does not necessarily leave the jurisdiction worse
off as compared to the case of autarky. Besides, financial instruments
are more likely to be developed in a larger trading market. Entities
can benefit from the well-developed climate financial systems through,
for example, hedging price risks while promoting investments in green
technology (Holtsmark and Midttømme, 2019).
Finally, as far as abatement is concerned, full linking should not,
in theory, change the total amount of abatement activities. However,
some studies argue that linking might have negative implications for
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abatement activities due to the possible mismatch between the mitigation ambitions of the involved jurisdictions. In particular, Helm (2003) —
one of the earliest studies in the literature on this issue — finds that
linking may encourage “free-riding” behavior in a static non-cooperative
game by inducing linked jurisdictions to alter their emissions cap:22
when allowances can be traded across different jurisdictions, less (more)
environmentally concerned countries are likely to choose more (less)
allowances so that the overall effect of linking on emissions is ambiguous
a priori and may also lead to higher emissions. A similar conclusion is
reached by Rehdanz and Tol (2005) using a static two-country threestage game model.23 However, the few more recent studies that adopt
a dynamic framework (Gersbach and Winkler, 2011; Holtsmark and
Midttømme, 2019) reach opposite and much more optimistic conclusions
on the abatement effects of linking.24 In particular, using a dynamic
game theory model, Gersbach and Winkler (2011) propose an international trading market among homogeneous countries where a proportion
of permits is auctioned, and part of auction revenues are refunded to
participants in multiple periods. Refunding in future periods reduces
greatly the incentive of over-insurance. The authors find that with
refunding countries ultimately tighten the issuance of permits, and are
better off compared to international markets without refunding. Furthermore, utilizing a two-stage dynamic game theory model, Holtsmark
and Midttømme (2019) find that a fully-linked market can drastically
reduce emissions and raise investments in green technology. Specifically,
the authors point out that in a dynamic context linking may create
a voluntary emissions reduction mechanism that is not captured in a
The existence of an incentive to free-riding has been pointed out also in early
studies on global climate agreements using coalition games (Barrett, 1994; Carraro
and Siniscalco, 1993; Hoel, 1992). While that literature on climate coalitions did
not take emissions trading schemes into account, those seminal contributions can
be regarded as particularly useful being in a way the forerunners of more recent
theoretical studies on the stability and profitability of the possible linking agreements
(e.g., Doda and Taschini, 2017a).
23
Other contributions (e.g., Carbone et al., 2009; Holtsmark and Sommervoll,
2012) use static game models performing numerical simulations to evaluate the
efficacy of international trade in carbon emissions permits.
24
Finus (2008) and Calvo and Rubio (2013) provide literature reviews on game
theory models and dynamic games of international environmental agreements,
respectively.
22
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static framework. Indeed, if one country withholds its emission permits
today this will increase the permits price in all linked countries, inducing
green energy producers in all countries to increase their investments
in renewables. This will increase in its turn the available durable production capacity for green energy in the future, thus lowering also the
permits allowance in all linked countries when emission permits will
expire. Thus, by including investments in durable renewable energy
capacity, the authors show the existence of strategic complementarity
between permit issuance of linked countries.
• Quantitative restrictions (or quotas)
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A quantitative restriction will obviously be effective only if it is binding,
that is, if the limitation of allowances transferring across ETSs is lower
than the traded amount under full linking. Quantitative restrictions
entail intermediate results between the two extreme scenarios, namely
no linking (i.e. maximum possible restriction) and full linking (i.e.
no restriction), with marginal economic gains increasing as we move
from the former to the latter. In the case of quantitative restrictions,
price differentials between two jurisdictions remain, though they are
smaller than those under the no linking scenario. Cost-effectiveness is
not fully achieved under the restricted linking scenario. Hence, there is
an overall welfare loss as compared to full linking. It is noteworthy that
quantitative restriction generates a scarcity rent. The latter is captured
by exporting entities in the low-price jurisdiction if the restriction is
set as an export control, or more likely, by importing entities in the
high-price jurisdiction if import is limited (Ellerman and Wing, 2000;
Quemin and de Perthuis, 2019).25 Under certain circumstances, the
gainer of this scarcity rent can be better off as compared to the full
linking scenario.26
For example, for import control, the restriction can be set as a percentage of
the compliance obligations by entities in the high-price jurisdiction. It limits the
demand of allowance from the importer side. As entities in the low-price jurisdictions
compete to sell allowances to the high-price jurisdiction, the transaction price is
likely to settle at a level that is infinitely close to the original price of the low-price
jurisdiction. Hence, entities in the high-price jurisdiction capture the scarcity rent.
26
Different studies identify different thresholds for this to happen depending
on specific model assumptions. Using a computable general equilibrium model,
Ellerman and Wing (2000) study quantitative restrictions on imports and find that
25
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Quantitative restrictions will still increase market liquidity as compared to the autarkic case in which each jurisdiction runs on its own
ETS. But the enhancement of liquidity is obviously not as strong as that
under full linking. Indeed, under quantitative restrictions, allowances
from different jurisdictions cannot be traded as identical commodities,
therefore they are not fully fungible. As under full linking, some abatement activities are transferred across jurisdictions but the number of
allowances transferred is less than that under full linking. The total
amount of abatement activities jointly performed by linked jurisdictions
is predicted to remain the same as under the full linking and no linking
scenarios.
• Border taxes on allowances transfer
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As in the case of quantitative restrictions, border taxes on allowances
transfer reduce overall abatement costs across jurisdictions, compared to
no linking but are less cost-effective than full linking. Border taxes can be
implemented by either the importing or the exporting jurisdiction. The
jurisdiction that implements border taxes is unambiguously detrimental
to the other jurisdiction. Under certain circumstances (e.g., a small
importing tax, cf. Quemin and de Perthuis, 2019), the jurisdiction
implementing border taxes turns out to be better off compared to the
full linking scenario because of the tax revenue.
Market liquidity under border-tax linking is predicted to be between
the case of full linking and autarky. To each tax rate there corresponds
a unique number of allowances that will be traded given the difference in
pre-linking prices between jurisdictions (Quemin and de Perthuis, 2019).
Tax rates above a certain level brings the equilibrium back to autarky,
and no cross-border allowances transfer will occur. Under bordertax linking, allowances from different jurisdictions are fully fungible,
differently from the case of quantitative restrictions in which allowances
are not fully fungible.
Another difference between quantitative restrictions and border
tax on allowances transfer is that the implementation of border tax
gains peak when allowing 30% domestic allowances to be imported from abroad.
With tighter restrictions on allowances imports, importers gradually lose all gains
from trading. Quemin and de Perthuis (2019) find that the scarcity rent exceeds
the aggregate economic gains from trade when the number of transactions is limited
under two-thirds of the trading amount under full linking.
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raise revenues for the corresponding jurisdiction authority, while a
quantitative restriction generates a scarcity rent captured by importing
or exporting entities.
As in the cases of full linking and quotas examined above, border
taxes on allowances transfer are not expected to change the total amount
of abatement activities across linked jurisdictions, though they will lead
to a transfer of abatement activities between linked jurisdictions.
• Exchange rates (or trading ratios)
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The economic and abatement implications of exchange rates change
largely depending on the ratio. If the exchange rate ratio is set within
the interval between one and the price ratio under no linking (hereafter
indicated as “the effective interval”), cost-effectiveness and market liquidity are improved as compared to a no-linking scenario. Both peak
when the exchange rate approaches one (the lower bound of the effective
interval). Cost-effectiveness decreases monotonically at a non-linear rate
within the effective interval and will be the lowest when the price ratio
gets close to the upper bound of the effective interval, though it is still
more cost effective than under autarky (Quemin and de Perthuis, 2019;
Schneider et al., 2017). Outside the effective interval, cost-effectiveness
turns out to be higher compared to the no linking scenario when the
exchange rate is less than one, but lower when the exchange rate is
larger than the price ratio under no linking.
Differently from quantitative restrictions or border taxes, that show
no change in overall abatement compared to no linking, entities across
two jurisdictions abate more in the case of exchange rates with respect
to the no linking scenario. The abatement outcome peaks at some
middle point within the effective interval.27 However, if the exchange
rate is set outside the effective interval, total abatement decreases and
is less than the amount under the no linking or full linking scenario.
In summary, only exchange rates within the effective interval guarantee both cost-effectiveness and increased abatement as expected outcome
of linking. Exchange rates can serve as a multifunctional instrument in
27
The overall abatement displays an inverted-U shape within the effective interval.
For instance, Lazarus et al. (2015) investigate linkage between two jurisdictions
assuming that the price ratio equals three under autarky, and find that the abatement
peaks at a 1.74 exchange rate.
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pursuing different policy objectives. But approaching and maintaining
the “best” exchange rates requires a balance of different policy objectives
within and across linked jurisdictions and a high level of information
symmetry among stakeholders.
• Discount rate
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With discount rates, allowances trading between two ETSs will only be
triggered when the market price ratio in case of no linkage exceeds the
discount rate.
For example, imagine that the discount rate is set at 20% in both
jurisdictions, namely, 1 imported allowance is worth 0.8 in each jurisdiction, and the price ratio is 1:0.9 (i.e. price equals 1 in jurisdiction A and
0.9 in jurisdiction B). In this case, regulated entities in the high-price
jurisdiction (A) will not be willing to spend 0.9 to import one allowance
from the low-price jurisdiction (B), as the latter is only worth 0.8 in the
high-price jurisdiction (A). Entities in A will only import allowances
from B if prices in B fall below 0.8, that is, if the price differential rises
above 20% (i.e. the discount rate).
When both jurisdictions set discount rates above one, the economic
implications and the possible outcomes of a discount rate mechanism
are similar to those examined under the case of exchange rates within
the effective interval.
Theoretical Aspects of Delinking

t

Despite the rapidly growing literature on full and restricted linking,
little attention has been devoted to delinking so far. However, as Pizer
and Yates (2015) have pointed out, the way delinking is organized may
affect price formation and abatement costs. Indeed, when permits can
be banked to meet future targets, the mere speculation on whether
the partners will terminate the linkage agreement at some point can
alter the firms’ intertemporal decisions, even if delinking never actually
occurs. Therefore, as Mehling and Haites (2009) had previously argued,
linking agreements should have at the outset a procedure for terminating
the link that addresses the status and validity of banked permits.
To investigate this issue more in depth, Pizer and Yates (2015)
examine a theoretical model that takes two possible delinking policies
into account: one that differentiates banked permits by their origin, the
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other that treats banked permits the same. In the former case (what
they call “asymmetric delinking”) saved permits can only be used in
the region for which they were originally issued, whereas in the latter
case (“symmetric delinking”) they can be used to cover emissions also
in the linked region(s). Using a two-country two-period model, the
authors show that different delinking rules may have very different
market outcomes: asymmetric delinking increases aggregate abatement
costs and creates price divergence across jurisdictions, whereas under
symmetric delinking prices do not diverge and the increase in abatement
costs is much lower. In particular, under asymmetric delinking the
decision to terminate the joint programme may create price divergence
well before delinking actually occurs.
The results emerging from the model suggest that any jurisdiction
contemplating a linking agreement has to face a trade-off between
uncertainty on the duration of the link and costs of delinking. On the
one hand, introducing explicit delinking provisions may feed negative
expectations on the capacity of the linking agreement to hold over
time, generating uncertainty in the market operators on how long the
linkage will last. On the other hand, ignoring the possibility of delinking
and promising the partner “eternal love” (i.e. communicating strong
commitment to a permanent link with the other jurisdiction) may turn
out to be very costly if delinking occurs.
The possible role of delinking in affecting market outcomes is considered also by Heitzig and Kornek (2018). Using a game theoretical
model of far-sighted coalition formation and allowing for reversible
agreements (i.e. that can be terminated by any partner at any time),
the authors show that the possibility to delink may actually reduce,
somehow counterintuitively, the likelihood of delinking. Indeed, if partners are far-sighted agreements that could be terminated later are not
signed in the first place, so that no delinking will actually occur at a
later stage.
The authors examine linking with endogenous decisions on whether
to coordinate caps. They find that if agents are sufficiently far-sighted,
caps are coordinated immediately when markets are linked and delinking is allowed, then an efficient global coalition may emerge. The
authors conclude that even if there are only few coordinated carbon
markets at present, a first-best global cap-and-trade system might still
emerge under the Paris Agreement. As the authors point out, however,
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these somehow optimistic results crucially depend on how far-sighted
players are.
Linking and Delinking in the Real World
The California–Québec Joint Cap-and-Trade Programme
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Despite the theoretical benefits of linking pointed out above, very few
examples of linkage are actually available to test such benefits and
support the conclusions of the ex-ante literature. The multi-faceted
nature of linkage as well as the growing heterogeneity in ETS designs
and governance frameworks pose, indeed, many challenges to prospective partners. The most prominent existing example of linking is the
California–Québec joint cap-and-trade programme, which covers over
500 metric tons of CO2 equivalent (MtCO2 e) emissions from about 626
entities.
California and Québec formally linked their ETSs on January 1,
2014. Their first joint auction was held in November 2014. All tradeable
units (allowances and offsets) can be used both in California (hereafter
CA) and Québec (hereafter QC) to meet compliance obligations by
participating entities. Although the absolute emission level in CA is
much higher than that in QC, the per capita emission levels are relatively
comparable.28 CA has committed to reducing its emissions to the 1990
level by 2020, and by at least 40% below the 1990 level by 2030. The
reduction targets of QC for the same periods of time were 20% below the
1990 level by 2020, and 37.5% below the 1990 level by 2030. Comparing
these targets suggests that QC had more ambitious reduction targets
with respect to CA during the period until 2020, but the ambition
targets have been subsequently aligned and are largely similar for the
next decade.29 It is important to stress that only a fraction of the
emissions reductions is to be achieved through each jurisdiction’s capand-trade programme. For example, the cap-and-trade programme in
The total GHG emissions in CA were 424 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent
(MtCO2 e) in 2017 (CARB, 2019), while they were 78 MtCO2 e in QC in 2017 (ECCC,
2019). Per capita GHG emissions in CA were 10.7 tonnes per person in 2017, while
in QC they were 9.4 tonnes per person in the same year.
29
Notice that CA achieved its 2020 emissions reduction goal already in 2018, while
QC is likely to miss its 2020 goal: indeed, emissions in QC have dropped by only
9.3% compared to the 1990 level by 2017 (ECCC, 2019).
28
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CA is estimated to contribute to about 38% of CA’s reduction target
from 2021 to 2030 (CARB, 2017).
The cap-and-trade systems of CA and QC operate under guidelines
of the Western Climate Initiative (WCI), a voluntary subnational intergovernmental organization initiated in 2007. As some authors have
argued (e.g., Purdon et al., 2014), successful implementation of a linked
programme in CA and QC might induce other partners to join in and
could provide a blueprint for an eventual federal or even continental
emissions trading market.
While the conditions under which these two ETSs operated were
similar, several differences were needed to be assessed and solved in order
to create a single market.30 A consultation committee was established
to monitor the coordination of the programmes and report at least
annually.31 In order to facilitate the harmonization process, CA and
QC classified their cap-and-trade provisions into three categories (ICAP,
2015):

ep

• Provisions that had to be identical : a “joint auction” of allowances
is required and all transfers of allowances between programmes
must take place within a “common registry”;

rin

• Provisions that had to produce similar outcomes but did not need
to be identical: “monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV)
process” — different requirements for verifiers, different monitoring
timelines or reporting deadlines; and

t

• Provisions that could remain different: recognition of “offset credits” from a voluntary offset programme that started several years
before the CA ETS, and recognition of “early action” credits to QC
industry for reduction that took place prior to the implementation
of the QC programme.
Both CA and QC have agreed to an auction floor price. The two
jurisdictions decide their floors separately and the higher one is taken
30
A comparison of the two systems from the legal and regulative perspectives
(e.g., coverage, allocation, banking, and MRV) can be found in Vaiciulis (2015) and
Purdon et al. (2014).
31
For the highlights of the linking agreement, please refer to Linkage Readiness
Report (CARB, 2013).
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as the floor in the joint auction based on the exchange rate reported
the day before the auction. The minimum allowance price was set at
$10 USD in 2012 in CA and increases annually by 5%, plus the rate
of inflation. While CA and QC agreed on a floor price, a regulatory
discrepancy between the two systems was unilaterally introduced on
December 13, 2018 when the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
approved the adoption of a price ceiling to prevent carbon price from
rising without limit in California. It is too early to evaluate the possible
effects of this unilateral decision; however, it might reinforce the already
existing financial transfers from Québec to California. If this process
were to continue, it might become a possible source of concern for the
stability of the California–Québec linking agreement and the Québec
government might have to take corrective actions in the future.
Taking the exchange rate into account, QC allowance prices were
lower than the price in CA before their linking. The linkage of the
two systems has enhanced market liquidity, especially for QC-based
industries. After linking the QC market experienced a remarkable rise
in the percentage of available allowances being sold, suggesting that the
market is becoming more mature.
However, auction sales are always subject to uncertainty and volatility. There has been a sharp demand fall in the second quarterly auction
of 2016 and again in February 2017. Much of the explanation for this
reversal revolves around legal uncertainty regarding the future of the
programme, as well as the allowance oversupply (Busch, 2017). Since
May 2017, however, the auctions held experienced a remarkable recover
in demand. Busch (2017) suggests that long-term auction demand tends
to be strong, with a predicted 76% sale out of total supply through
2020.
As for cost-effectiveness, there has been very little published research
evaluating the joint programme as compared to the scenario without
linking. Some ex-ante evaluations have tried to forecast and compare
CA–QC market scenarios under linking and no linking (CARB, 2012;
Purdon et al., 2014). Following Purdon et al. (2014), we can summarize
the economic impact of linking as follows:
• Effect of linking on allowance prices
As previously stated, the 2020 emission reduction target has been more
ambitious in QC than in CA. Moreover, QC industries generally offer
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fewer opportunities to reduce emissions than CA (Purdon et al., 2019,
2014). Therefore, the cost of complying with the reduction goal is
considered to be higher in QC than in CA (CARB, 2012; Purdon et al.,
2014).
Market prices have been almost steadily increasing since the first
joint auction, and they have been well above price floor since May 2017.
This seems to suggest that linkage is triggering allowance demand in
the joint market. Prices after linking are mainly determined by the CA
market due to its larger size (Purdon et al., 2014). As a consequence,
the linkage with Québec is likely to affect the price of allowances in
California much less than in Québec. Indeed, CARB (2012) predicted
that the linkage with QC could cause the allowance price in CA to
remain unchanged or increase only slightly as compared to a no linking
scenario. As for QC, the allowance price under a joint programme was
expected to be much lower than would have been the case under the no
linking scenario. For QC to reach its 2020 emissions reduction target,
economic models estimate that market prices would average 48–56 USD
per tCO2 e in the no-linking scenario, in contrast to an average 23–45
USD per tCO2 e in the linking scenario (Purdon et al., 2019).
However, as Purdon et al. (2019) have pointed out, estimated average
carbon prices obtained from ex-ante evaluations differ from carbon prices
observed in the linked system so far (around 18 USD in 2019), which
have remained much lower than anticipated by economic models. This
observation has raised some concerns over the ability of the linked
carbon markets to deliver the emission reduction targets set by CA and
QC for 2030 (Purdon et al., 2019).
• Effect of linking on economic growth
Revenues are expected to flow into the CA economy as a result of
regulated entities in QC seeking to reduce their compliance costs by
purchasing Californian allowances. The potential inflow of revenues is
expected to positively affect the CA economy, although by a limited
amount (0.04%) in terms of GDP growth (CARB, 2012).32
32
For CA, the slight rise in prices over unlinked prices is expected to increase
the cost of reducing 14.4–18.3 million tCO2 e by about $13–56 million. Nonetheless,
inflows from QC would more than compensate for these additional costs and CA’s
net gain from trade are estimated to be around $284–442 million (Purdon et al.,
2014).
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The joint cap-and-trade programme is expected to allow QC to save
up to 59% compliance costs, which would have been otherwise spent
under a no linking scenario (CARB, 2012). Purdon et al. (2014) suggest
that QC gains between $34 and $110 million from the saved compliance
costs through linking. In summary, both CA and QC seem to gain from
linking, though most of the benefits may accrue to CA.
Linking CA and QC can also provide administrative and institutional
benefits through shared administrative infrastructure, procedures, and
costs (Burtraw et al., 2013; Morehouse, 2017). In particular, Burtraw
et al. (2013) suggest that the joint allowance auctions held by California
and Québec significantly reduce management and transaction costs by
providing a common set of rules and prices.
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Other Linking Experiences
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Beyond the California–Québec joint programme, other linking experiences can be identified in different world regions at every government
level: cities, states, and supranational level. As to linking at the city
level, Tokyo and the province of Saitama in Japan have been operating
a joint carbon market since 2011, when the Saitama ETS was launched.
The overall system covers about 100 MtCO2 emissions (64.8 under the
Tokyo ETS and 36.6 under the Saitama one) and 1,703 facilities (large
buildings, factories, heat suppliers, and other facilities that consume
large quantities of fossil fuels), about two-thirds of which are located in
Tokyo and the remaining third in Saitama (ICAP, 2020).
As to the state level, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)
was the first mandatory GHG ETS in the United States. The system,
which covers about 463.6 MtCO2 e emissions from 168 sources from
the power sector, started operating in 2009 in 10 US north-eastern
states on the basis of a Memorandum of Understanding signed by
participating states in 2005. Each state initially established individual
CO2 budget trading programmes and each one has its own statutory
and/or regulatory authority. Participating states periodically review
the ETS programme to evaluate its evolution and performance (ICAP,
2020). Other states could join RGGI in the near future, such as Virginia,
which is about to establish an ETS and could enter RGGI by the end
of 2020, and Pennsylvania, which is expected to develop a proposal for
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an ETS covering the power sector by July 2020 and could link to RGGI
by 2022 (ICAP, 2020).
Finally, another linking example, in this case at the supranational
level, concerns the EU ETS which has continued to expand to additional
countries. Three EEA States (Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein)
joined the EU ETS in 2007. More recently, Switzerland and the EU
have reached an agreement on joining their own programmes. Unlike
the other EEA States, where their ETSs became part of the EU ETS,
Switzerland has maintained its own ETS and revised it since December
2011 so as to increase its similarity with the EU ETS and thus improve
the linking prospects over time (Galdi et al., 2020). A linking agreement
between Switzerland and the EU was signed in Bern on November 23,
2017, and subsequently approved by the Swiss Parliament on March 22,
2019. Finally, the agreement was ratified by both parties and became
operational on January 1, 2020, thus concluding a long negotiation
process which took almost a decade to be completed.33
Examples such as the EEA states joining the EU ETS and northeastern US states collaborating together to form the RGGI are sometimes
not considered as real examples of linkage in the literature. These
markets were established with a clear commitment to join existing ETS.
While they might be based on separate (state or national) legislations,
the schemes were operated under virtually identical rules and regulations.
In these cases, linking essentially amounts to an extension of the scope
of the set of linking partners. Given the harmonization of their design
features, it was relatively easy for regulators from both sides to reach
linking agreements. In the case of California–Québec as well as in the
EU–Switzerland linking, instead, the schemes were set up as stand-alone
mechanisms, and have worked independently for some time.
Another important linking experience at the European level concerns
the linkage between the EU ETS and the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM), which has been in place since the beginning of the EU ETS
in 2005. This allowed companies to pay for offsets abroad through the
CDM as a way of meeting their EU emissions quotas. In 2011, the
EU introduced restrictions on the use of offset credits from the CDM
Negotiations had started at the end of 2010, when the European Council
authorised the European Commission on December 17, 2010 to open negotiations
with the Swiss Confederation for a linking agreement.
33
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from specific project types due to the glut of allowances in the market.
Prices of credits from such projects immediately diverged from those of
European Union Allowances (EUAs) and of other CDM credits, given
that they could no longer be sold in the EU market. Holders of such
credits, therefore, flooded the New Zealand market, as New Zealand
had not yet introduced the same restriction. This supply shift had the
effect of lowering the price of New Zealand allowances (Diaz-Rainey
and Tulloch, 2018). Soon, thereafter, the New Zealand government
introduced its own restriction on the same CDM credit types.34 In this
case, therefore, both jurisdictions switched from full linking to CDM to
restricted linking schemes.
Beyond the limit to the use of the Kyoto offsets within the EU
ETS, another driver of the price spread between EUAs and CERs was
uncertainty on the future expected supply and demand of offsets (Hintermann and Gronwald, 2019). Indeed, the generation and verification
of emission offsets is a lengthy and complicated process (Trotignon and
Leguet, 2009). This generated uncertainty on the expected total supply
of offsets at a certain date. Moreover, the extent to which Annex B
countries needed to rely on offsets to achieve their targets under the
Kyoto Protocol was also uncertain, thus generating uncertainty also on
the demand of offsets (Hintermann and Gronwald, 2019).
In general, it can be claimed that the linkage between the EU ETS
and the Kyoto Flexible Mechanisms like the CDM has had mixed results.
On the one hand, the linkage has spread the carbon price signal to
countries and sectors beyond those subject to the EU ETS. On the other
hand, the inflow of international credits has had a negative impact on the
EUA prices and on the credibility of the overall system due to some of
the projects underlying the credits. The Paris Agreement’s Cooperative
Approaches build upon the experience of the Kyoto Protocol’s Flexible
Mechanisms with the intent to help Parties increase their ambition
in reducing emissions (Schneider et al., 2016). Indeed, as argued by
In December 2013 the New Zealand government announced its withdraw from
the second commitment period of the Kyoto protocol, taking effect in May 2015.
However, the long duration between the announcement (December 2013) and the
effectiveness of the delinking from the Kyoto Protocol (May 2015) created an incentive
to importing and surrendering cheap Kyoto units and banking domestic allowances
for future periods, which may have depressed prices and undermined the effectiveness
of the ETS (Kerr and Ormsby, 2016).
34
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Marcu (2016), the final goal of Article 6 of the Paris Agreement (PA)
is to lead to an improved Kyoto-type CDM allowing for international
emissions trading. In particular, by introducing provisions for Parties
to cooperate through internationally transferred mitigation outcomes
(ITMOs), Articles 6.2 and 6.3 pave the way to linking among ETSs.
Article 6 remains the object of a heated debate on how to actually
implement its underlying mechanisms (Cames et al., 2016; Olsen et
al., 2018). However, the PA clearly promotes international climate
cooperation in general, and carbon market cooperation in particular, as
a way to lower the costs of meeting their own NDCs and thus increase
their ambition in mitigation.
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From Marriages to Divorces: Past (and Future?) Delinking
Examples
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In the previous sections we described the most important linking experiences up to now. However, as real-life marriages, some union did
not have a happy ending or look at risk right now. In this section we
briefly describe a few cases which ended up with delinking or might do
so in the future.
Given the success of the California–Québec cap-and-trade system,
Ontario decided to join the programme thus giving origin to a multilateral ETS. The linkage was expected to significantly reduce compliance
costs for regulated entities in Ontario (Sawyer, 2015), as they could use
the additional abatement opportunities in the other WCI jurisdictions,
particularly in California. For Ontario, the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) loss to achieve the given reduction target was estimated to be
much lower (at least eight times) under the linked system than in an
isolated Ontario market (Sawyer et al., 2016).
Despite this positive outlook, the “marriage” between Ontario and
the California–Québec joint programme did not last long, and Ontario
soon delinked from the CA–QC market. The Ontario’s cap-and-trade
programme, which had been operating since 2016, joined the CaliforniaQuébec market as of January 1, 2018, under a harmonization and
integration agreement announced in September 2017. But with the
newly elected Ontario government, the cap-and-trade programme was
cancelled in July 2018, and all trading of emission allowances were
prohibited.
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This sudden change of political direction resembles other examples
of delinking which occurred elsewhere. At the end of 2011, for instance,
New Jersey — one of the founding members of RGGI — ceased its
participation in the scheme which was considered to be ineffective in
emissions reduction. However, following the election of a new governor, New Jersey subsequently re-examined the decision retracing its
steps: after various vicissitudes, New Jersey eventually adopted an ETS
legislation in 2019 and rejoined RGGI at the beginning of 2020. This
case shows that, as it happens in some troubled love story in which
partners repeatedly get together and break up, also the decisions to
link and delink can be subject to periodical revisions, although this
kind of uncertainty on the future prospects of the linkage is generally
undesirable for market operators’ decisions.
Another delinking example due to a sudden political change is the
one involving Europe and Australia. Prior to the outcome of the Australian national election in September 2013, the European Commission
and the Australian government had announced their intention to link
their ETS programmes. Before the election, the ruling government coalition in Australia implemented a Carbon Pricing Programme (CPP) that
would have involved a carbon market starting in 2015. The first stage of
linking was planned to start in July 2015 with a “one-way” (unilateral)
link, whereby covered entities in Australia would have been able to use
European Union Allowances to fulfil up to 50% of their compliance obligations. The linkage was expected to become “two-way” (bilateral) at
the beginning of July 2018, when EU entities would have been able to use
Australian Emission Units (AEUs) to fulfil their liabilities. However, the
linking proposal caused concerns regarding emission reduction ambition
and cross-border financial transfers. Eventually, the linking proposal
was abandoned since the party that won the 2013 elections and the new
Australian government resulting from the elections decided to cancel the
programme and repeal its ETS legislation. Strictly speaking, the EU–
Australian experience is not a real case of delinking, since linking was not
yet in place. To use our initial metaphor, it could be said that Australia
broke off the engagement with Europe rather than actually divorced
Europe. Nevertheless, this case shows how long and advanced negotiations can be rapidly swept away by domestic electoral results in one of the
partners. This calls for a cautious design of the linking schemes including,
for instance, clear delinking provisions at the outset, as discussed above.
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Beyond the examples mentioned above, another possible case of
delinking seems to emerge at the horizon. Following Brexit, the UK and
the EU started a long negotiation process which concerns also the future
participation of the UK to the EU ETS. At the moment of writing the
outcome of the UK–EU negotiations on the EU ETS appears still rather
uncertain and open to all possible scenarios, including the exit from
the EU ETS and launch of a UK carbon market once the country exits
the post-Brexit transitional period at the end of 2020 (Carbon Pulse,
2019). The UK ETS could then link back with the EU ETS following
the precedent of the EU–Swiss link. A few steps had been jointly taken
by the EU and the UK in the early phases after the Brexit vote. In
particular, in November 2017 UK and EU agreed that UK emitters
had to face earlier compliance deadlines in 2019 and had to surrender
carbon units before the scheduled Brexit date, which eventually took
place on January 31, 2020. In March 2018, negotiators reached a deal
on a transition period to the end of 2020, during which the UK no
longer participates in EU decision-making processes but is still subject
to the single market rules (Carbon Pulse, 2018).
Several studies have recently tried to predict the possible consequences of Brexit from the EU ETS on both the EU and the UK (e.g.,
Babonneau et al., 2018; Borghesi and Flori, 2019; Tol, 2018). The
studies generally conclude that delinking would be more detrimental for
the UK, while it might have different consequences on different countries
within the EU.35
In particular, Tol (2018) finds that a UK departure from the EU ETS
would have limited consequences on the remaining 27 member states,
while its impact being much larger for the UK in terms of increased
compliance costs with its climate policy targets, transition costs to
replace the EU ETS and possible business loss as carbon trade leaves
the UK.
Babonneau et al. (2018) also find that Brexit might have a significant negative impact on the UK’s climate policy cost. In a hard Brexit
scenario (assuming the UK has no access to the EU ETS and is not
35
Other contributions (Carvalho and Fankhauser, 2017; Dupont and Moore,
2019) analyse the implications of Brexit in the broad perspective of global climate
governance and suggest that — given the role of the UK in shaping the European
action on climate change in the past — the EU climate agenda might slow down
after Brexit due to the loss of the UK as an important advocate.
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involved in the Effort Sharing Decision rules), the UK’s discounted
welfare cost would be equal to 1.30% of its discounted household consumption. The remaining EU-27 countries would also experience some
costs since additional abatement would be needed to compensate for
the non-participation of the UK, but the analysis suggests that the
EU welfare costs would be much lower (8 billion efor EU-27 versus
15 billion efor the UK in 2030).
In the alternative scenario in which the UK is assumed to participate
to the EU ETS with a third-country status similar to Norway and
Liechtenstein, Babonneau et al. (2018) estimate that the welfare cost
for the UK would be reduced by around 20% (from 1.30% to 1.06% of
its discounted household consumption) since access to emission credits
would lower costs compared with domestic abatement. The EU-27
as a whole would also be better off if the UK keeps participating in
the EU ETS with respect to a hard Brexit scenario. In fact, the
UK is a net buyer of allowances, therefore its participation in the
EU ETS generates financial entries that can be used by the EU for
redistribution purposes across its Member States. However, results
vary greatly for the remaining EU Member States depending on their
positions on the EU ETS (whether they are net buyer or net seller of
allowances).36
Finally, using network theory analysis, Borghesi and Flori (2019)
investigate the possible impact of Brexit on the structure of the EU
ETS market. The UK has always played a pivotal role in the EU ETS
as a central hub for the exchange of allowances in the market (Borghesi
and Flori, 2018), therefore, the UK departure could deeply modify the
number and directions of such exchanges as well as the centrality of
the other countries in the market. To get a deeper understanding on
this issue, the authors examine a few different scenarios deriving from
a possible reallocation of the transactions that are currently involving
UK partners. Results suggest that a hard Brexit would change the
structure of the EU ETS network from a star-like system (with UK at
the centre of the star and its partners surrounding it) to a core–periphery
structure in which a set of core countries (France, Germany, Denmark,
Notice that all the calculations in Babonneau et al. (2018) are conducted using
2016 prices. The sharp rise in the EUA prices since 2018 might significantly influence
the results emerging for single countries under this scenario.
36
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Netherlands, partly Italy) become more central in the network while
the others remain at the periphery of the system.
Given the present political uncertainties, it is too early to conclude
whether and how the UK will leave the EU ETS and what its consequences might be. However, a UK exit from the EU ETS would
represent an unprecedented case of delinking for the key role of the partner involved, both in terms of its emissions (the UK being the second
biggest emitters in the EU ETS) and of its centrality in the allowances
exchange.
Concluding Remarks on Linking (and Marriages)
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Linking ETSs has attracted much attention in the last years as a
possible bottom-up way of building coalitions of countries who are
more active in using carbon pricing mechanisms. Several theoretical
studies have investigated how linking can be implemented in practice.
Existing studies suggest that linkage can take different forms. Choosing
the appropriate approach will depend on specific linking occasions,
emissions reduction expectations and policy goals. In general, full
linking provides the largest economic benefits, yet requires considerable
harmonization and compromise between participants (Borghesi et al.,
2016). A number of recent studies have explored restricted linkage
as a feasible alternative to full linking. Through restricted linking
approaches, jurisdictions are expected to capture some of the benefits
associated with full linking subjects to specific conditions. Restricted
linking can be a suitable route on the way towards full linking. It
can be seen as progressive steps of integration in line with the idea of
“linking by degrees” proposed by Burtraw et al. (2013); a temporary
solution that allows to pursue a cautious approach in linking and
can limit the propagation of undesirable problems originating in the
partner jurisdiction. Within restricted linking, the preferable approach
among the existing alternatives depends on the regulator’s priorities.
For instance, if the government’s priority is to raise revenues (e.g.,
for redistribution purposes) then border taxes on allowances transfers
should be used; if the regulator wants to keep under control the volume
of allowances being transferred to avoid large financial transfers across
jurisdictions then quantitative restrictions appear the appropriate way
to proceed. If the government wants to account for different stringency
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levels in the linked jurisdictions then exchange rates (or discount rates,
that are their unilateral version) could be used. In general, therefore,
there is not a one-size-fits-all solution but the best way to proceed
depends on the features and goals of the jurisdictions involved. Yet, all
the linking approaches face certain challenges.
Indeed, as a marriage between individuals, linking between jurisdictions can have pros and cons. Linking has a number of potential
advantages for participant jurisdictions in economic, regulatory, and
political terms. In economic terms because it increases compliance opportunities and the liquidity of the market; in regulatory terms because
linking allows to share information, learn from each other, and spread
the best practices among linked jurisdictions; in political terms because
linking can spur international cooperation on climate change, providing
a bottom-up solution that can overcome the difficulties encountered by
environmental multilateralism.
However, enjoying the benefits of linking comes at some costs. In
the first place, linking implies a partial loss of sovereignty for the
Parties: like in a marriage both individuals have to give up some of the
freedom they had as single for the benefit of the family, similarly when
linking jurisdictions give up part of their control over their own ETS
which is now jointly ruled together with the partner jurisdiction. This
can be a challenge since ETSs are generally part of a wider domestic
climate policy package. In the second place, linking with a jurisdiction
which sets unclear rules and/or does not enforce them properly may
cause a loss of accountability and transparency. As in a marriage the
financial situation may be damaged and become unclear if one of the
two partners has little control over his/her own expenditures, similarly
the accountability of linked regimes may become difficult to manage and
their transparency reduced if rules and conditions are not properly set.
In the third place, linking with the wrong partner may undermine the
credibility of one’s own ETS, just like what may happen in a marriage to
an individual if his/her partner does not respect payment deadlines or
does not return a loan. In case of linking, a credibility loss may spread
negative effects on prices and behaviors from one ETS to the other,
making one’s ETS more vulnerable to the partner’s mistakes. Finally,
linking will alter carbon prices and induce a financial transfer between
jurisdictions, which can be particularly challenging for authorities in
the allowance importing jurisdiction.
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Beyond the existence of costs and benefits from getting together,
linking between jurisdictions resembles marriages in other respects.
Indeed, like marriages (at least in those countries where divorce is
allowed), linking is a reversible (though costly) decision. Though two
individuals initially promise each other eternal love, the latter can finish
at some point and each one can take his/her own way. Metaphorically
speaking (replacing individuals with jurisdictions and love with much less
exciting legal agreements), this seems to happen with linking as well.37
The cases of delinking described above should induce a jurisdiction to
proceed with much caution when choosing its own partner or at least
be prepared to the possible exit of the counterpart from the linking
agreement in the future. The real-world examples discussed in this
paper show how difficult and unstable linking can be.
Despite the similarities one can find between linking and marriages,
there remains a crucial difference. Indeed, differently from marriage,
which involves two individuals, linking can involve multiple partners:
extending the linkage to additional partners can actually be even more
beneficial since it increases the size and liquidity of the market.
If we look at the real world, however, we observe very little linking
so far and only few attempts at extending an existing linking agreement
to an additional partner (which ended up with the delinking of Ontario
in the CA–QC case, or which is actually an attempt to rejoin RGGI in
the case of New Jersey). Why is that the case?
In our view, one can identify at least three possible explanations.
First, as shown by the real-world examples discussed before (e.g., the
EU–Switzerland case), linking requires detailed negotiations between
jurisdictions, which takes time. Since the diffusion of ETSs is a still
relatively new phenomenon, therefore, it is probably too early to observe
linking agreements operating in practice. A second potential explanation is that the disadvantages of linking are actually higher than its
advantages, or at least they are perceived to be so. A third possible
Actually, some marriages are not initially motivated by love but rather by
underlying strategic interests, such as enjoying high living standards and fame by
marrying a wealthy and famous spouse, establishing or reinforcing family connections
(e.g., among royal houses or families leading big industrial groups) etcldots Mutatis
mutandis, strategic reasons (e.g., creating or entering a climate club, establishing or
reinforcing trade connections with the other jurisdiction etc..) may play a key role
in the linking decision as well.
37
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reason is that, although the overall benefits can be higher than the
related costs for the joint jurisdictions taken together, benefits may be
unevenly distributed. This calls for a new research line that may deepen
in the future our understanding of the distribution of the potential
costs and benefits of linking both within and across different partners.
Indeed, if we exclude some interesting contributions on bilateral and
multilateral linking (Doda et al., 2017; Doda and Taschini, 2017a), the
distribution of the benefits from linking and the role of inequality as a
possible obstacle to linking have been partially ignored so far.
Linking ETSs represents an interesting opportunity to capture the
potential benefits of carbon markets. However, further theoretical
studies and more empirical evidence on the costs and benefits of linking
are currently needed to fully exploit the potentialities of linking and
implement them in reality. We believe that linking should be further
pursued in the future but this should be done with much caution, as
Doda and Taschini (2017b) have argued. In particular, in our view, it
is important to avoid a priori ideological positions in favour or against
linking and to properly evaluate when linking can be actually beneficial
to the partners, sufficiently stable in the long run, and really effective
in reducing emissions for the environment.
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